The Patio Rail Table only works with MORryde rear-exit, rear patios that utilize the following patio corner brackets:

**PRE-INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS**

There are two Patio Rail Tables available: curb side (SP56-320-CS) and road side (SP56-320-RS).

**INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS**

**STEP 1**
Ensure that the pin is hanging loosely by lanyard and not engaged inside the hole in the top side of the tray.

**STEP 2**
While making sure both mounting brackets are around both tubes, slide tray onto patio corner.

**STEP 3**
Turn knob until latch is vertical and tube is locked into place.

**STEP 4**
Place the pin through the hole in the top side of the tray and through the hole in the mounting bracket.

---

Please contact us if you have any questions:
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